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How chromium doping affects the correlated electronic structure of V2O3
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The archetypical strongly correlated Mott-phenomena compound V2O3 is known to show a para-
magnetic metal-insulator transition driven by doping with chromium atoms and/or (negative) pres-
sure. Via charge self-consistent density-functional theory+dynamical mean-field theory calculations
we demonstrate that these two routes cannot be understood as equivalent. To this end, the explicit
description of Cr-doped V2O3 by means of supercell calculations and the virtual crystal approxima-
tion is performed. Already the sole introduction of chromium’s additional electron to the system is
shown to modify the overall correlated electronic structure substantially. Correlation-induced charge
transfers between Cr and the remaining V ions occur and the transition-metal orbital polarization
is increased by the electron doping, in close agreement with experimental findings.
PACS numbers: 71.30.+h, 71.15.Mb, 71.10.Fd
I. INTRODUCTION
The vanadium sesquioxide V2O3 is among the most
prominent strongly correlated compounds and has al-
ready been studied in many theoretical works.1–11 The
three major phases found in its prototype phase dia-
gram12,13 at temperature T are a paramagnetic metal
(PM) and a paramagnetic insulator (PI) based on the
corundum crystal structure as well as a monoclinic an-
tiferromagnetic insulating phase at lower T . Note that
this picture might not even be complete, as the discovery
of new more exotic phases such as paramagnetic mono-
clinic14 or spin density wave15 structres suggests.
At ambient T and pressure p, the stoichiometric com-
pound is in the metallic state. Along the crystallographic
c-axis of the corundum structure V-V pairs appear and
a honeycomb lattice marks the ab-plane. The V ions re-
side within an octahedron of O ions, which in the present
case build up a trigonal crystal field around the transition
metal. The low-energy t2g orbitals of the V(3d) shell are
split into an a1g and two degenerate e
′
g
orbitals. Formally
the vanadium ion has the 3d2 valence configuration, i.e.
is in the V3+ oxidation state.
In experiment the traditional phase changes at con-
stant temperature are realized through doping the ma-
terial either with Cr or Ti. While chromium doping
allows for the metal-to-insulator transition (MIT), Ti-
doping is more relevant to map out phase regions at
rather high/low temperature. Since the readily measur-
able structural effect of adding Cr lies in some lattice
expansion,12,13 the role of Cr-doping in literature is of-
ten fully reduced to the picture of applying negative p,
therewith rendering the V2O3 MIT to a realistic exam-
ple of Mott’s original thinking about electron localiza-
tion. However substitutional Cr is not isovalent with V,
but has one additional electron in the valence. Yet the
details of this specific electron doping as well as the re-
sulting Cr-induced electronic-structure effects have so far
not really been studied on an elaborate level. In other
words, the explicit defect-related physics of Cr-doping
in V2O3 may bear much more processes relevant for the
driving forces behind the Mott transition than pure struc-
tural effects. In this regard the elder orbital-polarization
measurements of Park et al.16 are especially interesting.
They revealed a a much larger vanadium e′
g
/a1g orbital
polarization in the (Cr-doped) PI than in the metallic
phase. Recenty Rodolakis et al.17,18 compared the Cr
doping-driven MIT with a truly pressure-driven MIT, i.e.
by increasing pressure on insulating (V0.92Cr0.08)2O3. It
was observed that in the latter case the (e′
g
, a1g) orbital
occupations hardly vary across the MIT. Hence the en-
hanced orbital polarization in the PI appears to be bound
to the explicit doping-driven character of the MIT re-
alization. This observation is confirmed by recent cal-
culations based on the charge self-consistent combina-
tion of density functional theory (DFT) with dynamical
mean-field theory (DMFT), the so-called DFT+DMFT
approach.9 There lattice-expanded stoichiometric V2O3
became Mott-insulating, but indeed without a strong
change in the e′
g
/a1g orbital polarization.
In this work we explicitly show that the Cr doping
of V2O3 can be understood as a key constituent of
the increased e′
g
/a1g orbital polarization. Charge self-
consistent DFT+DMFT applied to substitutional defect
supercells as well as in the virtual crystal approxima-
tion (VCA) reveal that the additional valence electron of
chromium is not a passive spectator only giving rise to a
change in total volume. Instead it plays and active part
in the correlated electronic structure and supposingly ap-
pears as a vital ingredient in the mechanisms underlying
the V2O3 MIT.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Our first-principles DFT+DMFT approach9 is based
on a mixed-basis pseudopotential (MBPP) tech-
nique19 for the DFT part and a hybridization-
expansion continous-time quantum Monte-Carlo impu-
2rity scheme20,21 to solve the DMFT impurity prob-
lems posed by the realistic materials problem. The lo-
cal density approximation (LDA) to DFT is utilized,
crosschecks with the generalized-gradient approximation
(GGA) do not lead to relevant modifications of the re-
sults. Throughout the work we rely on correlated sub-
spaces composed of the projected (e′
g
, a1g) orbital
22–24
threefolds from the Kohn-Sham bands with dominant
transition-metal 3d weight. Thus at each charge self-
consistent convergence step a multi-orbital Hubbard
Hamiltonian employing the complete rotational invari-
ant Coulomb interactions is applied at each correlated
site taking part in the overall correlated subspace. For
the parametrization of the Coulomb integrals we choose
a Slater-Kanamori form with Hubbard U=5 eV and and
Hund’s exchange JH=0.93 eV for both Cr and V orbitals,
as already utilized in earlier simplified LDA+DMFT
studies for V2O3.
6
Cr doping of vanadium sesquioxide is computationally
realized in two ways. First via the replacement of a sin-
gle vanadium atom by a chromium atom in the origi-
nal four-V-site unit cell as well as in an eight-V-site su-
percell. Accordingly, this amounts to a doping level of
x=0.25 and x=0.125, in our chosen V2(1−x)Cr2xO2 no-
tation, respectively. Albeit larger than in most experi-
ments, these scenarios are geared to corrobate the key
qualitative doping effects. Second we compared this di-
rect approach to a treatment within VCA, allowing for in
principle arbitrary doping levels in an averaged-medium
picturing of the problem. There the V pseudopotential
is replaced by an effective pseudopotential with nuclear
charge n˜c=xn
Cr
c
+(1−x)nV
c
, with nCr
c
, nV
c
as the Cr, V
nuclear charges. Note however that explicit self-energy
effects due to disorder, i.e. finite lifetimes due to a given
disorder strength, are not included in the VCA approach.
However it is believed that such direct effects of disorder
are to a good approximation negligible compared to the
dominant impact of Coulomb correlations in V2O3.
In order to include the effect of local structural relax-
ations due to Cr doping, the Wyckoff positions of the
atomic sites are optimized within LDA for all structures
used in this work. The lattice parameters have been fixed
at their values of stoichiometric V2O3 at ambient pres-
sure in the metallic phase, as found in Ref. 25. Possible
effects of the enlargement of the unit cell have been pub-
lished previously in Ref. 9. The c
a
ratio of the hexagonal
lattice parameters, which changes in a nontrivial way at
the metal-insulator transition,25 may be expected to have
a significant influence on the electronic structure and is
thus investigated explicitly in section IVB.
III. LDA PERSPECTIVE OF CR-DOPED V2O3
Before tackling the effects of strong electronic correla-
tions in a realistic many-body scope, it is useful to take
a closer look at how Cr doping affects the plain LDA
electronic structure. The results concerning the spectral
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FIG. 1. (Color online) LDA spectral data. (a) Band struc-
ture of undoped V2O3 along high symmetry lines. (b) Total
density of states (DOS) of the doped supercell calculations
for different values of Cr doping. (c) Partial DOS projected
onto the a1g and e
′
g basis orbitals of one vanadium atom.
properties are summarized in Fig. 1. For undoped V2O3,
the Kohn-Sham (KS) band structure shows the well-
known transition-metal-oxide splitting into completely
filled oxygen-like bands (from about -8 eV to -4 eV) and
partially filled vanadium 3d-like bands (around the Fermi
energy εF). The latter show the above-mentioned ligand-
field splitting into a partially filled t2g and an empty eg
manifold. The structural relaxation within LDA leads to
a less pronounced gap between these two compared to
previous work using experimental values for the Wyck-
off positions.2,9 The addition of one electron via one Cr
impurity atom does not lead to significant changes of
the KS density of states (DOS), apart from a seemingly
small overall generic shift in energy. The trigonal crystal-
field splitting of the t2g manifold into two e
′
g
and one a1g
state is also qualitatively very similar for all doping levels.
Especially the a1g state keeps its pronounced bonding-
antibonding structure caused by the relatively large hop-
ping in the crystallographic c direction. Note further
that in the doped supercell calculations (with more than
four V/Cr atoms), the e′
g
states are formally nondegen-
erate. Descriptively speaking, they can be distingiushed
whether or not they point towards a Cr atom. The re-
spective occupation values are averaged in the following,
if necessary.
Fig. 2 displays the LDA-derived KS band structure
near the Fermi energy with and without doping together
with the k-resolved respective a1g, e
′
g
weight on each
band (via so-called “fatbands”). The latter again reflect
the a1g bonding/antibonding character and the more lo-
calized e′
g
behavior associated with narrower bands near
the Fermi level. Notably however, small a1g spectral-
weight contribution can also be found near εF. In the
undoped case the Z point in the first Brillouin zone (BZ)
marks close to the Fermi level a manifold band-crossing
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FIG. 2. Low-energy KS band structure for (a,c) undoped
V2O3 and (b,d) Cr-doped with x = 0.25. (a,b) Color-resolved
a1g (blue) and e
′
g (red) weight. The respective light colours
(cyan/pink) refer to the corresponding Cr-based t2g orbitals.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Average LDA occupation of the a1g
and e′g orbitals with Cr doping. Left: from supercell cal-
culations, averaged over Cr and V, middle: from supercell
calculations, averaged over V only and right: within VCA.
site, while at Γ unoccupied electron-like bands barely
touch εF. On the contrary for V1.5Cr0.5O2 the multiple
band crossings at Z have disappeared and the electron-
like bands at Γ have now gained substantial occupation.
It thus seems as if on the LDA level the Cr impurity
resolves some delicate features of the V2O3 fermiology
and transfers the electronic structure to a more stabi-
lized regime. Interestingly, from Fig. 2(a,c) it becomes
evident that the empty a1g-like band along Z-Γ for x=0
crosses εF towards Γ for x=0.25. Note that in the latter
doped case the occupied part of this band carries signif-
icant Cr-a1g weight. On the local level the LDA crystal-
field splitting between a1g and e
′
g
on Cr turns out to be
slightly larger than on V.
As shown in the occupation-number plot of Fig. 3,
there is a polarization ζ=ne′
g
/na1g of the e
′
g
orbital
against the a1g orbital already in stoichiometric V2O3
revealed by LDA calculation with eight transition-metal
ions in the primitive cell. More interestingly, with Cr
doping the average polarization ζ slightly increases. This
however mainly happens due to the increased local ζ on
the Cr ion. Fig. 3 shows that the polarization is nearly
unchanged on the remaining V ions in the system with
doping. Thus the additional electron due to Cr stays on
its host ion and preferably occupies there the e′
g
states in
the LDA description. Note that the V occupation even
seems to decrease slightly with Cr doping.
IV. EFFECT OF ELECTRONIC
CORRELATIONS WITHIN DFT+DMFT
A. Isostructural effects
We now turn to an extended treatment of the elec-
tronic structure by including realistic electron correlation
within the DFT+DMFT scope. To begin with, the struc-
tural parameters (including the LDA-relaxed Wyckoff
positions) are not altered when turning to the advanced
many-body investigation. This allows to clearly seperate
electronic from structural influences of chromium doping.
The obtained k-integrated spectral function above the
antiferromagnetic ordering temperature shown in Fig. 4a
compares well to recent experimental data from photoe-
mission spectroscopy by Mo et al.26 In the stoichiometric
case a low-energy resonance close to −0.3eV and a shal-
low lower Hubbard peak at around −1.5eV appears in
the spectrum. Although our doping is much larger than
in experiment, the qualitative feature due to Cr impu-
rities, namely a surpression of the low-energy quasipar-
ticle (QP) peak with spectral-weight transfer to deeper
more negative energies, agrees well with experimental
findings. Note that from our calculation a sole substitu-
tional replacement of V by Cr at fixed crystal structure
is not sufficient to render the system Mott-insulating. In
other words, a Mott-insulating Cr-doped phase at the
given LDA-optimized structural data cannot be stabi-
lized without altering further parameters. An intricate
interplay between electron doping and structural changes
appears to trigger the metal-to-insulator transition in
V2O3. Fig. 4(b,c) for the angle-resolved spectral data
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FIG. 4. (Color online) DFT+DMFT spectral data at
T=166K. (a) k-integrated total spectral function. Low-energy
angle-resolved spectral function along high-symmetry lines
(b) without and (c) with x=0.25 Cr doping.
4exhibits besides again the spectral weight transfer, band
narrowing and substantial incoherency effects on the for-
mer noninteracting KS states well below room temper-
ature. Interestingly especially in the undoped case the
QP signature is stronger in the perpendicular-to-kz plane
through Γ than the one through Z. The resonance at low-
energy is identified as a narrow QP state in the former
plane. Also the renormalized band crossing along Z-Γ is
a key feature of the angle-resolved data.
In order to investigate in more detail how explicit Cr
doping influences the ne′
g
/na1g orbital polarization ζ in
the correlated regime, we plot in Fig. 5 the respective t2g
occupations obtained within the DFT+DMFT supercell
calculations. From averaging over all sites (including the
Cr site) it is seen that a further increase of ζ compared
to the LDA increase with doping occurs. The doping-
induced polarization increase is mainly based on the the
stronger e′
g
occupation with Cr. Note that our polariza-
tion values turn out to be in good agreement with the
numbers for Cr-doped V2O3 reported experimentally by
Park et al..16 Although the occupation values averaged
over all transition-metal sites are most appealing for an
experimental comparison, the physical implications can
more easily been studied if only vanadium sites are con-
sidered. Interestingly, the above-mentioned e′
g
filling and
the following increase of ζ is even stronger in that case.
Hence this proves that electronic correlations are readily
responsible for the additional (dopant) electron to leave
its “home” on Cr. The role of the Cr-originating electron
is thus not limited to a pure spectator, but directly affects
also the local electronic characteristics of V . From the
difference of the summed occupations, one can estimate
the part of electrons leaving Cr to approximately 0.3-0.4.
That the additional electron thus increases the polariza-
tion can be seen as a direct consequence of the spectrum,
especially the strong bonding-antibonding character of
a1g, leaving few (but not zero, as mentioned above) spec-
tral weight near the Fermi energy. Figure 5 shows fur-
thermore that the orbital occupations (averaged again
over all transition-metal sites) obtained from VCA cal-
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FIG. 5. (Color online) DFT+DMFT average occupation of
the a1g and e
′
g orbitals and orbital polarization ζ. LDA data
(dotted) repeated for comparison. Left: supercell calcula-
tions, averaged over Cr and V, middle: supercell calculations,
averaged over V only, and right: VCA.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Difference ∆ρ=ρDFT+DMFT−ρLDA
between correlated and LDA charge density for the doping
level x=0.25. (a) Along (here horizontally aligned) c-axis, (b)
within the honeycomb-lattice ab-plane of V2O3.
culations for doped V2O3 are in excellent agreement with
the supercell-related results. It furthermore stresses the
linear character of the polarization increase with Cr dop-
ing.
The correlation-induced local doping of V(e′
g
) via Cr
can also be visualized by plotting the charge-density dif-
ference ∆ρ between results from DFT+DMFT and LDA
calculations (cf. Fig. 6). While along the c-axis ∆ρ dom-
inantly exhibits the generic charge transfer within the t2g
manifold, the enhanced e′
g
filling on V is obvious within
the ab honeycomb plane of the corundum structure.
An intuitive understanding for the correlation-induced
charge transfer from Cr to V is based on the increased lo-
cal Coulomb energy introduced by the stronger filled t2g
of Cr compared to V. Nominally t2g half-filled, Coulomb
interactions on Cr give rise to a larger self-energy and
increased repulsion energy. Reducing the charge inho-
mogenity via transferring part of the Cr electrons to V,
leads to an overall energy lowering (partly through gain
of kinetic energy).
B. Influence of the ratio c
a
Apart from the explicit Cr doping, another important
ingredient for the exact behaviour of the orbital polari-
sation might be the ratio c
a
of the hexagonal crystallo-
graphic parameters. Since a small discontinuous jump
thereof has been reported at the metal-insulator transi-
tion,18,25 it is worth investigating the interplay of that
ratio with explicit Cr doping. The value c
a
∼2.82 in the
metallic regime is large compared to other materials with
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Occupation of the a1g and e
′
g orbitals
and orbital polarization ζ with varying ratio c
a
at a doping of
x = 0.25. The vertical dotted line marks the experimentally
obtained value within the metallic phase used in the previous
calculations.
the same lattice structure,25 and is slightly lowered to
about 2.78 in the Mott-insulating phase. Here we derive
results from supercell calculations with fixed unit-cell vol-
ume and LDA-relaxed Wyckoff positions for the case of
rather large Cr doping (x=0.25). The overall evolution
of the occupation numbers with c
a
ratio is displayed in
Fig. 7. The decrease of the orbital polarization ζ with
lower c
a
is the expected result. A more balanced value for
the latter should render the transition-metal environment
more isotropic and thus bring the orbital occupations
closer together. Similar behaviour has also been found
when doing the same calculation for the undoped system
(not shown here). However, this does not imply that
the increase of polarization due to explicit Cr doping can
completely be reversed due to the change of the c
a
ratio.
Through comparison to the polarization in the undoped
case it is obvious that the doping-driven enhancement of
ζ may qualitatively still be strong enough to overcome
the reduction via a decreased c
a
ratio (see Fig. 7). As an-
other observation, by studying the occupation numbers
in an atomic-species-resolved way, shown in Fig. 8, it can
be seen that the variation of ζ is completely related to
the vanadium atoms. The chromium orbital occupations
are essentially unaffected by any change of c
a
. A possible
reason for that is the initially higher crystal-field split-
ting of the respective Cr orbitals. Consequently, at least
the Cr-orbital-related part of the doping-related polar-
ization increase will persist when the c
a
ratio changes in
the Mott-insulating phase.
The physical origin of the discontinuous jump of the
c
a
ratio was previously shown to be primarily due to the
increase of the unit-cell volume,9 i. e. was part of the
negative-pressure effect. However our calculations show
that DFT+DMFT relaxed values of c
a
in the metallic Cr-
doped material at constant unit-cell volume are found to
be even higher than in the undoped case. Thus an in-
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Vanadium and chromium resolved oc-
cupation numbers and ζ with varying ratio c
a
at a doping of
x = 0.25. Vertical dotted line as in Fig. 7.
creased unit-cell size in the doped regime would surely
lead to an (overall) lowering of c
a
, as also shown ex-
perimentally.18 A complete quantitative first-principles
account of the V2O3 MIT has therefore to address the
delicate interplay between crystal-structure changes and
Cr-doping in both the metallic and the insulating regime.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This work demonstrates that substitutional doping of
V2O3 with Cr atoms (non-isovalent with V) has an so-
phisticated impact on the detailed correlated electronic
structure that cannot be traced back to a pure (negative)
pressure effect. Dispersion and filling of the QP bands
(especially along kz) change substantially by introducing
Cr to the system. The orbital polarization between the
relevant low-energy e′
g
and a1g states increases due to
the electron doping. Notably correlation-induced charge
transfers from Cr to V occur that are absent on the LDA
level. This can explain why no occupation changes can
be measured and calculated if only pressure is used to di-
rectly trigger the MIT. Thus including the true electron-
doping physics does not require an increase of the effec-
tive crystal-field splitting of the undoped compound, as
obtained when the MIT is modelled by an increase of the
Hubbard U .8 It has to be noted that the increase of or-
bital polarization displayed herein is nearly linear with
the doping level. The experimentally observed disconti-
nous jump of the polarization thus has to be explained by
further non-continuous processes occuring at this fasci-
nating metal-to-insulator transition, most surely through
the intricate coupling to the lattice. Further correlated
calculations with doping in the insulating regime are nec-
essary to reveal more details on this matter. Moreover it
is known from experiment that the dopant atoms in V2O3
are not homogeneously distributed in the crystal.27 But
6modellings thereof ask for much larger supercells with
different impurity configurations, which at present is be-
yond the scope of practicable DFT+DMFT (and would
also be extremely expensive already on the LDA level).
It is nonetheless expected that such advanced modellings
would mainly amplify the effects that are described in
this work.
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